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Welcome to the winter edition of DC Practical Notes,
our quarterly bulletin to give trustees, employers and
providers of defined contribution pension schemes
insight into what we are encountering in practice.
If you would like a summary of the key legal
developments in relation to DC schemes, please see
our quarterly DC Agenda, which provides a legal
update to supplement these practical notes.
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Stewardship
developments
Voting and engagement in pooled funds

–

trustees need to understand how much voting activity
their asset manager outsources and review asset
managers’ voting and stewardship policies periodically
to determine how well they align with their
stewardship priorities. For example, trustees will need
to see evidence of managers engaging investee
companies (and voting) on issues materially relevant to
their scheme. Where managers’ policies do not align
with trustees’ stewardship priorities, trustees should
challenge and set expectations of managers as part of
their on-going performance monitoring

–

where trustees use the voting policy of their asset
manager, they should briefly summarise how the
voting policy and voting behaviour relates to, and
aligns with, the scheme’s stewardship priorities

–

trustees should challenge managers which fail to
disclose voting policies and include non-disclosure as
a factor in their on-going performance monitoring

–

whilst trustees investing through an insurance platform
cannot “force” a voting instruction, they can set an
“expression of wish” on how they would like their
scheme’s voting policy to be followed on a “comply or
explain basis”

–

trustees can use collective voting policies, like the
Association of Member Nominated Trustees’ Red Lines,
and require managers to report where they have voted
contrary to those voting instructions

The Government has consulted on draft guidance which
will set out its expectations in relation to stewardship. A
central theme is trustees taking “ownership” of stewardship,
which the DWP perceives as the weakest element of
trustees’ reporting.
To improve standards, the DWP expects trustees to develop
their own voting and engagement policy (rather than
simply delegating responsibility to asset managers) or, if
this is not practicable, acknowledge responsibility for
voting policies that asset managers implement on their
behalf.
Practically, we expect DC trustees who invest via insurance
platforms and unit-linked policies will encounter the most
difficulty in meeting these expectations. Trustees are
unable to take responsibility for managers’ voting policies
because they are not responsible for managers’ day-to-day
investment decisions. There are also practical issues
because trustees investing in unit-linked pooled funds have
no voting rights or ability to engage directly with underlying
fund managers or investee companies.
However, trustees should view these issues as obstacles to
overcome rather than barriers and, in our view, there are
several steps trustees can take to improve their voting and
engagement activity, which reflect the Taskforce on
Pension Scheme Voting Implementation’s recent report to
Government, Regulators and Industry:
–
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trustees should select stewardship priorities, which
reflect their investment beliefs, material risks to the
scheme and what they are seeking to achieve (e.g.
climate change, biodiversity, board remuneration)

Whilst trustees are unable to take responsibility for asset
managers’ voting policies, they should consider these steps
in order to understand, challenge and improve how
managers undertake stewardship activities on their behalf
and to report meaningful outcomes.
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UK Stewardship Code
The DWP considers the Financial Reporting Council’s
(“FRC”) UK Stewardship Code to be the “gold” standard of
stewardship in the industry and it has a clear agenda
towards encouraging trustees to aim for signatory status
– this manifests itself in the DWP’s draft stewardship
guidance, which incorporates several aspects of the
Stewardship Code; the DWP’s establishment of the
Occupational Pensions Stewardship Council (“OPSC”) in
July 2021 whose main goal is to encourage its 30+
members to work towards signatory status; and the
Pensions Regulator’s draft single Code of Practice which
encourages trustees to follow the Stewardship Code.
Given the costs and resources required to become a
signatory (applicants need to submit a report to the FRC
showing how they meet the 12 Principles of the
Stewardship Code), this is a significant and ambitious policy
and it is unsurprising that very few of the current
signatories are DC trustees.
However, we expect the position to change during the
course of 2022 given the number of DC master trusts and
large schemes involved in the OPSC and general direction
of travel. In its recent Effective Stewardship Reporting
Review, the FRC says it received over 100 additional
applications for its October 2021 deadline, which is
significantly more than expected. It refers to “indirect
investor” applicants – i.e. trustees investing indirectly
through asset managers or pooled funds – and sets out
actionable points for these types of applicants,
acknowledging that this type of applicant is set to increase.
The FRC expects trustees investing indirectly to explain
clearly the actionable criteria they have set for their
managers, and how stewardship activities have been
undertaken on their behalf. The FRC considers that trustees
can report on the outcomes of these activities by providing
direct information from asset managers’ reports through
screenshots and extracts, or by summarising the case
studies presented in their managers’ reports, focusing on
outcomes and further actions.
We believe that trustees of larger DC trusts will increasingly
adopt Stewardship Code reporting as best practice. We
have practical experience of helping pension schemes
report against the Code so please let one of the team know
if an initial discussion would be helpful.

Non-financial factors
in investment decisions
Increasingly, we are seeing DC trustees being
encouraged to take into account non-financial factors
in their default arrangements where there is good
reason to believe scheme members would share the
concern and where the decision does not involve a risk
of significant financial detriment to the scheme.
Non-financial factors may include concerns such as
improving members’ quality of life or showing
disapproval of certain industries.
This type of investment approach reflects the Law
Commission’s 2-stage test, which the DWP supports in
its draft stewardship guidance.
Whilst the landscape is certainly evolving and trustees
may be able to take a more holistic view of investments,
they should exercise caution with non-financial factors,
particularly in default arrangements where members do
not exercise a choice. In our view, the law does not yet
support investments based on non-financial factors
which involve a risk of financial detriment – this is
different to the Law Commission’s view that some
financial detriment is acceptable.
Whilst the UK Supreme Court’s decision in the Palestine
Solidarity Campaign case moved the dial slightly, this
decision was not directed at trustees of occupational
pension schemes (it dealt with LGPS investments and
the role of guidance given by the Secretary of State to
administering authorities) and in Palestine, Lord
Carnwath articulates the test as “…not involve significant
risk of financial detriment”, while the Law Commission’s
test is “…not involve a risk of significant financial
detriment”. These are different tests.
Even if some financial detriment is acceptable following
Palestine, trustees still need to believe that members
would support the approach. In the case of Cowan v
Scargill, this was held to mean that all members would
support the approach – not even a significant majority
would do. By their very nature, default arrangements are
designed for members who do not choose their
investments (and by extension, engage with their
pension). Therefore, we think it is unlikely that trustees
would be able to obtain sufficient evidence of member
views to support investments based on non-financial
factors in default arrangements. The only exception to
this would be the exclusion of certain industries, such as
cluster bombs, where trustees have good reason to
believe that members would consider them to be wrong
without needing to carry out member surveys.
At this stage, it is unclear whether, as a matter of policy,
the DWP’s intends trustees to take into account nonfinancial considerations in their investment decisionmaking. But if this is the policy intention and the final
statutory guidance stays the same, it would signal a
seismic shift in the way trustees should consider
financial and non-financial factors in their decisionmaking and the impact on the environment, society and
members’ future quality of life as a whole. In this event, it
would be much clearer if this shift were set out explicitly
in legislation.
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To transfer or
not transfer …
that is the question
New legislation came into force on 30 November 2021
which sets out conditions that must be satisfied before
members have a statutory right to take a cash equivalent
transfer value from a personal or occupational pension
scheme. This is an anti-scam measure, so it is tempting to
see it as applicable only to transfers from DB schemes. But
the rules apply equally to transfers from DC schemes and
DC trustees and providers therefore need to be ready to
implement them.
What is the risk?
Although the new regulations are a positive step forward in
combating scam and unsuitable pension transfers, they
prescribe fairly complex procedures and make trustees and
providers the arbiters of whether any member has a
statutory right to transfer. It is easy to see the scope for
increased complaints against trustees and providers –
particularly with Claims Management Companies egging
members on. The best defence to such complaints will be
to have robust and well documented processes – see
below for some practical tips on this point.
What are safe schemes, and red/amber flags?
Where the transfer is to an authorised DC master trust, the
new rules treat this as a “safe” receiving scheme and apply
only a light touch regime. Trustees and providers will still
need to ensure that the other statutory transfer conditions
are met (e.g. timescales) and they will want a member
discharge, but transfers can proceed largely as at present.
Things get more tricky where a member wants to transfer
their DC account to an occupational scheme, an overseas
arrangement or a SIPP. In this case, the new rules lay down
a series of checks and conditions that the transferring
trustees or provider must satisfy if the member is to have a
statutory right to transfer. In particular, they will need to
satisfy themselves (and obtain evidence) that:
–

the member is genuinely employed by, and in receipt
of earnings from, the sponsor of any receiving
occupational scheme

–

the member is genuinely resident in the territory where
any overseas scheme is situated

–

the transfer doesn’t raise any “amber” or “red” flags
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Amber flags are circumstances which may suggest a scam
– e.g. where the employment or residence tests
mentioned above aren’t met, or where the receiving
scheme has “high fees” or “high risk investments”. Amber
flags are “cured” by the transferring trustees or provider
referring the transferring member to MoneyHelper and the
member then providing the transferring trustees or
provider with the unique MoneyHelper code.
Red flags are circumstances deemed a serious scam risk
– e.g. the member was cold-called, or has been offered an
incentive to transfer. Red flags can’t be “cured” as such – a
trustee/provider decision that a red flag is present means
that the member has no statutory right to transfer.
What about “overseas investments”?
The amber flag posing the most practical difficulty right
now is whether the receiving scheme includes any
“overseas investments”. The intention behind this flag was
presumably to catch unorthodox or risky overseas
investments (apartments in Cape Verde with a guaranteed
high yield and that kind of thing) but the legislation is
completely unqualified. Since just about every receiving
scheme will have “overseas investments” of some kind,
trustees and providers will need to take an early decision
on how they are going to approach this amber flag in
practice:
–

if they take a literal/cautious view, then every transfer
will need to be referred to MoneyHelper, which is likely
to result in delays, member complaints and claims

–

if they take a purposive/pragmatic view (based on the
Regulator’s guidance), then they will have allowed the
member to transfer without addressing an amber flag.
If the transfer doesn’t work out, it’s easy to see how the
member would argue that, because the right process
wasn’t followed, their transfer was invalid and they
should be reinstated

The decision in each case is down to the trustees’/
provider’s attitude to risk, but it wouldn’t surprise us to see
a cautious view being taken on this point at least until the
new regime settles down.
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Why does proper process matter?
Some of the amber and red flags involve pretty fine
judgment calls for trustees and providers. In practice,
trustees and providers won’t have the time to consider,
investigate and audit trail all these decisions themselves.
So they will need to set up delegation/authorisation
procedures to empower suitably qualified individuals to
reach efficient decisions on these and other questions.
There may be no single obvious right answer to some of
these judgment calls, so the best defence to later
complaints will be a fully audit trailed decision making
process – showing that the right questions were
considered in the right way based on the right evidence,
and that this resulted in a reasonable conclusion.
This is why many DC schemes and master trusts are fine
tuning their transfer processes and documentation to
ensure that they’re ready for the new regime. Some top
tips to think about:
–

check if your administration agreement already
covers activity under the new regime or if it needs
updating;

–

draw up a scheme checklist to preserve an audit
trail of your process and the evidence used;

–

ensure you have suitably recorded delegations in
place so that appropriately qualified individuals can
reach swift, sensible decisions on some of the fine
judgment calls under the new regime;

–

get the new member communications ready that
you’re going to need; and

–

reach a decision on how you’re going to approach
the overseas investments amber flag.

You can read more about the new rules in our
Speedbrief on the new regulations.
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Managing gating
and re-opening of
investment funds
As we have mentioned previously in our Mallowstreet
blog, the risk of creating inadvertent default arrangements
poses a particular governance headache for DC master
trusts where transfers in, or other forms of investment
mapping, are taking place in connection with consolidation
and on-boarding activity.
More generally, DC schemes also need to be alive to the
same risk where gated funds are re-opened and/or
alternative arrangements are made by trustees to re-direct
contributions into the fund or asset class which has been
subject to temporary gating. The Pensions Regulator’s
guidance was updated in October 2021 and is a useful
guide for trustees regarding the implications of re-directing
contributions following a period of gating and the key
elements to consider.
Where gating has occurred in self-select funds, most
trustees and providers will be keen to find a solution which
reflects previous member investment choices again as
soon as possible. If the gated fund re-opens in its original
form, the position is often relatively straightforward,
although trustees will need to check whether the preexisting expression of choice by the member still applies
and also consider the terms of any communications issued
to members regarding the application of contributions
during the gating period.
If, however, the gated fund or strategy cannot be reopened
in its original form within a reasonable amount of time, or
at all, then trustees may be keen to explore other options
which would facilitate the previous investment choices
made by members.
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As part of this process, trustees will need to consider
whether re-directing contributions to any form of modified
investment structure could create a new default
arrangement. If the modified structure is still reflective of,
and highly consistent with, the original member choices
and plan documentation then the re-direction of
contributions doesn’t necessarily have to lead to the
creation of a new default arrangement.
It is important to consider each situation on its own facts,
any pre-existing expression of choice and any other
relevant communications. In addition, trustees will often
find that a fund factsheet, or other documentation made
available to members, will contemplate changes being
made to the component parts of a self-select fund or
strategy (albeit within parameters) such that there was
always a clear possibility that the underlying elements
would vary or alter over time. Where this is the case,
trustees may be able to get comfortable that their actions
(which are designed and intended to give effect to member
investment choices to the best extent possible) will not
create a new default arrangement and corresponding legal
and regulatory obligations.
However, trustees (in conjunction with their provider)
should consider these elements up-front as part of any
planned approach to mitigate the effects of longer term
gating in the relevant fund or strategy and avoid the
accidental creation of a new default arrangement.
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Update on the
Pensions Dashboard
Programme
The Pensions Dashboard Programme (PDP) will enable
individuals to access all of their pensions information
online and in one place. Implementation of the PDP
continues as the PDP moves from the preparation phase to
building the “central digital architecture” that will make the
dashboard system work. The PDP is also now part of the
Government Major Projects Portfolio, which means that it’s
one of the Government’s top 100 projects.
As the PDP progresses, so too does industry guidance on
dashboard compliance. Most recently the PLSA has
published a guide setting out 26 areas that trustees, the
DWP and regulators will need to consider and action to
successfully implement the dashboard requirements. We
recommend that larger schemes pay close attention to this
industry guidance because they will likely need to start
complying early next year to be in a position to go live from
April 2023.
What do schemes need to do?
The PDP will have a “central finder service” that looks for a
person’s pension schemes. Once found the pension
schemes will need to provide information about the
person’s benefits back into the dashboard system to be
viewed on a dashboard. As part of this process, schemes
will be given “find data” (to identify if they hold benefits for
a particular individual) and will then need to provide “view
data” back into the dashboard system.
To make this work, pension scheme data will need to be
digitised, accurate, and easily searchable. PASA has already
published guidance on how to ensure pension data is ready
to interact with the dashboard system. The PDP itself has
also published a guide on data standards.
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Key points in the PLSA guidance
The PLSA guidance is expansive but notes the following as
key issues for trustees and pension providers:
–

the liability position if a pension is not found on the
PDP, or if the amount payable is inaccurate, and an
individual takes action (or fails to take action) on this
basis – the PLSA says the DWP and schemes (with their
legal advisers) should consider how trustees and
pension providers can be protected against the risks of
member claims in this scenario

–

data protection obligations where some, but not all,
“find data” matches with a member – the PLSA says the
ICO should ideally issue a statement on what trustees
and pension providers should do in this scenario and, if
not, schemes will need to consider what to do

–

accuracy of data that is fed into the PDP system – in
particular, schemes need to know how “recent” data
should be (for example, can a pension income figure
be 11 months out of date?)

Clarity on many of these issues may be found in the DWP’s
draft regulations when these are published. However, until
then, it is worth considering these issues and potential
solutions.
What’s next?
The DWP is expected to consult on draft regulations
imminently and we understand these will include a
definitive staging timetable for occupational pension
schemes to comply. The FCA will consult separately on
similar rules for pension providers. The PDP is also
developing a proposed approach to liability, data
protection and consumer protection but at this stage, there
is currently limited information about what this will entail.
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2022: a record year for
master trust transfers?
We expect 2022 to be a record-breaking year for DC
transfers to master trusts. Already we are seeing small
schemes starting to explore their transfer options driven by
the new enhanced value for members’ assessment (see our
autumn edition of DC Practical Notes) and master trusts
starting to receive requests for information as potential
receiving arrangements. The economic effects of the
pandemic are also starting to crystallise with employers
seeking to reduce their governance burden and re-assess
their HR and benefit strategy.
Given these factors, there are concerns about a potential
capacity crunch in the market similar to concerns arising in
the bulk annuity market several years ago. Whilst this may
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seem odd given the plethora of master trusts seeking to
attract new business and grow economies of scale, there
are relatively few platform providers compared to the
number of commercial master trusts in the market. Master
trusts operating through insurance platforms tend to use
one of three platforms, which means that the pipeline (and
timeframes) for on-boarding employers is often driven by
the platform provider’s capacity and operational
headroom.
This is an area often overlooked and we would encourage
trustees and employers seeking to transfer to a master trust
to factor this dynamic into their project planning and due
diligence.
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Industry framework
for value for money –
mismatch between law
and regulation?
As reported in our latest DC Agenda, the FCA and TPR
have published a joint discussion paper on developing a
common framework for measuring value for money
(“VFM”) in DC schemes, which would span both workplace
and non-workplace (retail) pensions. The framework
considers VFM through three elements: (i) investment
performance; (ii) scheme oversight (including customer
service levels such as data quality and communications);
and (iii) costs and charges.
One of the key aspects of the discussion paper is the role of
investment performance. The regulators consider longterm investment return to be a key component of
delivering good outcomes for savers and are keen to
develop metrics for comparing performance between
schemes and cohorts of savers, taking into account levels
of risk.
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But existing law does not match this regulatory intention.
Trustees now need to disclose net investment return in
their Chair’s statement but they do not need to consider
this information in their VFM assessment (the law requires
trustees to assess VFM in the context of charges and
transaction costs only).
Whilst we expect the majority of trustees to take a holistic
approach and consider investment performance in their
VFM assessment, there is a mismatch and if the regulators
wish to make investment performance a core component
of VFM, the DWP needs to change the law so that trustees
must consider past investment performance in their VFM
assessment.
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Onboarding to
master trusts
Balancing bespoke and “no frills” options

Managing employer insolvencies

In our autumn edition of DC Practical Notes, we touched
on the trend towards employers seeking bespoke solutions
in master trusts.

Recently, we have seen a spate of employer insolvencies
with a form of DC benefit (whether AVCs or a DC section in
a DB scheme). Master trusts can offer a home for DC assets
in these situations but they are unable to rely on employer
warranties and indemnities as part of the bulk transfer
process.

Employers’ reasons for transferring to a master trust will
often dictate their requirements and the onboarding
documents and process. We are seeing a range of different
approaches being accommodated in the same master
trust, which can pose difficulty for providers seeking to
standardise onboarding documentation and manage their
systems to reflect varying levels of service and charges.
At the complex end of the spectrum, large employers are
seeking bespoke arrangements, flexibility and benefit
additions to attract and retain employees with a high
quality benefit package. Employers may want to include
additional financial products to members, such as advice at
retirement, in addition to salary sacrifice and auto
enrolment functions. So, the on-boarding paperwork
needs to be fit for purpose and reflect the full range of
additional services. It is also likely that large employers
would want to map across existing default investment
strategies to the master trust, particularly if these reflect the
employer’s ESG agenda and net zero credentials. From the
outset, the parties should establish whether the employer
or provider will be responsible for meeting initial and
on-going costs of investment advice.
Other employers are seeking a “no frills” approach to
onboarding, which creates different considerations.
Typically, these employers simply want to meet minimum
regulatory requirements and make cost savings whilst
securing value for members, which points towards
template on-boarding documents on a “take it or leave it”
basis. To accommodate both the complex and simpler
arrangements into one scheme, we are seeing providers
develop different “modules” of on-boarding documents
relative to the different types of employer. In adopting this
approach, trustees and provider must work together to
ensure consistency and uniformity of governance
standards across the different arrangements within the
master trust so that value for members is consistent across
all cohorts of the membership.
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There is also a higher risk of unpaid or incorrectly
calculated contributions and data inaccuracies in the
period running into the insolvency.
To manage this commercial risk, we are seeing providers
simply increase the annual management charge (AMC) for
transferring individuals, but in doing so, there are potential
tricky relationship issues to consider with their trustees.
Trustees are (quite rightly) concerned about value issues for
these cohorts of members and, in general, we are seeing
more robust indemnities agreed between master trust
provider and trustees to cover the risk of future claims
falling onto the master trust.
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